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Abstract Computational methods based on continuum

electrostatics are widely used in theoretical biochemistry to

analyze the function of proteins. Continuum electrostatic

methods in combination with quantum chemical and

molecular mechanical methods can help to analyze even

very complex biochemical systems. In this article, appli-

cations of these methods to proteins involved in

photosynthesis are reviewed. After giving a short intro-

duction to the basic concepts of the continuum electrostatic

model based on the Poisson–Boltzmann equation, we

describe the application of this approach to the docking of

electron transfer proteins, to the comparison of isofunc-

tional proteins, to the tuning of absorption spectra, to the

analysis of the coupling of electron and proton transfer, to

the analysis of the effect of membrane potentials on the

energetics of membrane proteins, and to the kinetics of

charge transfer reactions. Simulations as those reviewed in

this article help to analyze molecular mechanisms on the

basis of the structure of the protein, guide new experi-

ments, and provide a better and deeper understanding of

protein functions.

Keywords Poisson–Boltzmann equation � Electrostatic

potential � Membrane potential � Master equation �
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Introduction

Models play a major role in science. Not only theoretical

calculations take advantage of models, but also the inter-

pretation of experimental data relies on models of the

system under study. A model is a generalized hypothetical

description which gives a simplified representation of a real

system intended to enhance our ability to understand,

predict, and control its behavior. When a model is made,

there are always approximations involved. Therefore a

model is always an idealized representation of the real

system. A model should be able to explain experimental

data and make predictions about the outcome of new

experiments. In order to be able to make predictions, a

model has to represent all the important aspects of the real

system at an appropriate level of description. However, the

more complicated and complex a model is, the more dif-

ficult it becomes to interpret the results obtained from the

model. Therefore, in order to optimally promote our

understanding of the real system, the model should be only

as complicated as necessary and not more complicated.

When biomolecular systems are modeled, two different

aspects need to be considered: the dimension of the system

and, if information about the dynamics is desired, the time

span over which the system should be modeled. The

methods to model biomolecular systems can be classified

into the following categories: quantum mechanics, molec-

ular mechanics, and continuum electrostatics (Fig. 1). The

methods based on quantum mechanics allow to model

molecules at the electronic level (Jensen 1999). With these

methods, all electronic degrees of freedom are considered

explicitly. Thus, it is possible to treat processes like

chemical reactions which involve bond breaking and for-

mation as well as excited state processes. However,

quantum mechanical methods are normally restricted to
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relatively small systems and very short time spans. Usu-

ally, only the active sites of proteins can be treated by these

methods. If the dynamics of whole proteins need to be

considered, molecular mechanics is the approach of choice

(van Gunsteren et al. 2001). In molecular mechanics,

which relies on Newton’s mechanics, electrons and nuclei

are considered together in spherical atoms which interact

with each other covalently and non-covalently in larger

molecular ensembles. The main restriction of molecular

mechanics is that it cannot be applied to processes that

involve bond breaking or bond formation. Systems of

medium size can be simulated over time spans not longer

than a few microseconds. Such simulations require an

enormous amount of computing time mainly because a

large fraction of this computing time is needed to simulate

the water solvating the protein. For this reason, molecular

mechanics cannot be applied when information about

longer time scales or many different states of a molecule

are required. If calculations of the energetics of many

different states are required, continuum electrostatics,

which relies on Maxwell’s equations, is the approach of

choice (Honig and Nicholls 1995). In continuum electro-

statics, the protein and the surrounding solvent are

described as dielectric continua. In this framework, prop-

erties of biomolecules based on electrostatic interactions

can be well described. Since electrostatic interactions play

a major role in biomolecular systems, continuum electro-

statics has a broad range of applications in biomolecular

modeling. In combination with a master equation approach,

continuum electrostatics can even be used to describe the

reaction kinetics of complex systems. All these different

types of approaches can be combined. For instance, the

active site of an enzyme can be described quantum

chemically, the protein surrounding that does not undergo

chemical transitions can be described by molecular

mechanics and the solvent can be treated as a dielectric

continuum (Luo et al. 2002; Prabhu et al. 2004; Senn and

Thiel 2007; Friesner and Beachy 1998; Leach 1996).

In this article, we will review applications of continuum

electrostatic methods to analyze the function of photosyn-

thetic proteins. In the beginning of this article, the

electrostatic model based on the Poisson–Boltzmann

equation is described. Afterward, we discuss how this

model was used to analyze the association of biomolecules,

the tuning of absorption spectra of pigment complexes, the

thermodynamics of the coupling of proton and electron

binding, the influence of membrane potential and pH gra-

dient on the protonation behavior of membrane proteins,

and finally we also describe the application of this model to

simulate the electron transfer dynamics in proteins.

The continuum electrostatic model based

on the Poisson–Boltzmann equation

The basic idea of the continuum electrostatic approach is

relatively simple (Fig. 2). The protein is assumed to have a

fixed structure and is modeled as a low dielectric region

which is embedded in a high dielectric region representing

the solvent. The atoms of the protein are considered as

spatially fixed point charges. These point charges allow to

represent charged amino acids in the protein such as

aspartate and glutamate residues but also dipoles, for

instance of the protein backbone or of the side chains of

uncharged amino acids. The low dielectric region of the

Fig. 1 Theoretical methods applied to model biomolecular systems.

Several methods exist to model biomolecular systems. Depending on

the level of detail that is required in the simulation, the size of the

systems that should be simulated, and the time span over which the

system needs to be analyzed, different approaches have to be chosen.

A combination of different approaches allows also to combine the

advantages of the different methods

Fig. 2 Conceptual model of the continuum electrostatic approach.

The protein (gray) is modeled as a dielectric continuum of low

permittivity ep with fixed point charges embedded in an environment

with a high dielectric permittivity ew representing the solvent. The

dashed line marks the so-called Stern layer or ion-exclusion layer. In

the continuum with a high permittivity, a charge density represents

the ions dissolved in the aqueous solution
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protein is defined by assigning an atomic radius to all

atoms and determining the solvent excluded volume by

rolling a sphere over the protein (Richards 1977). Ions that

can be dissolved in the solvent are represented by a charge

density that adopts a Boltzmann distribution in the solution,

but the ions are excluded from entering the protein.

This conceptual model can be translated into a mathe-

matical model in the form of the linearized Poisson–

Boltzmann equation (Hill 1960; Ullmann and Knapp 1999;

Gunner and Alexov 2000)

r eðrÞr/ðrÞ½ � ¼ �qf ðrÞ þ eðrÞ�j2ðrÞ/ðrÞ ð1Þ

where eðrÞ is the permittivity of the medium which varies

spatially (inside and outside of the protein), r is the dif-

ferential operator, /ðrÞ is the electrostatic potential, qf ðrÞ
is the charge distribution within the protein, and �j2ðrÞ is

the modified Debye–Hückel parameter which represents a

screening factor related to the charge distribution within

the aqueous solution.

An analytical solution of this partial differential equa-

tion can be obtained only for special geometries such as

charged spheres, infinitely long charged cylinders, and

charged surfaces. For most other cases, the Poisson–

Boltzmann equation needs to be solved numerically. Usu-

ally, finite difference methods are used to solve the

Poisson–Boltzmann equation. Several computer programs

exist to solve the Poisson–Boltzmann equation numeri-

cally; among them are MEAD (Bashford 1997), DELPHI

(Honig and Nicholls 1995), APBS (Baker et al. 2001), and

the PBEQ module of CHARMM (Im et al. 1998; Brooks

et al. 1983). The solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann

equation is the electrostatic potential /ðrÞ which can be

expressed as a potential that is composed of two parts

/ðrÞ ¼
XM

i¼1

qi

4pepjr� r0ij
þ /rfðrÞ ð2Þ

The first term in Eq. 2 describes the Coulomb electrostatic

potential at the position r caused by M point charges qi at

positions r0i in a medium with a dielectric permittivity ep, the

term /rfðrÞ describes the reaction field potential originating

from the dielectric boundary between the protein and the

solvent as well as from the distribution of ions in the solution.

The reaction field is caused by the polarization of the envi-

ronment. Two polarization effects can be distinguished: (i)

the electronic polarization, which is caused by the polari-

zation of the electron cloud in the electrostatic field of the

solute, and (ii) the orientational polarization, which is caused

by the reorientation of solvent molecules in the electrostatic

field of the solute. The reaction field is always oriented

opposite to the field of the solute, and therefore it shields the

field of the solute. This reaction field is of great importance

for understanding the structural and functional properties of

proteins. For instance, in aqueous solution the dipole of a

peptide a-helix is counteracted by the reaction field, which

drastically reduces the strength of the helix dipole compared

to its value in vacuum (Sengupta et al. 2005a). Moreover,

reaction field effects can explain the orientation of helices in

membrane proteins (Sengupta et al. 2005b).

The electrostatic potential that is obtained by solving the

Poisson–Boltzmann equation has already a great value by

itself. Visualization of this potential can give first insights

into the interaction between molecules as shown for

instance in Fig. 3 where the electrostatic potential of the

electron transfer partners plastocyanin and cytochrome f is

depicted. Furthermore, the electrostatic potential can also

be used to calculate electrostatic energies. Such calcula-

tions can give quantitative insights into biochemical

mechanisms. Two different kind of electrostatic energies

can be distinguished. The first kind of energy is the inter-

action energy Ginter between two disjunct sets of charges

{q} and {p}, which is calculated by

Ginter ¼
XNq

i¼1

qi/ðfpg; rqi
Þ ¼

XNp

i¼1

pi/ðfqg; rpi
Þ ð3Þ

where Nq and Np are the number of charges in the charge

sets {q} and {p}, respectively, /ðfpg; rqi
Þ is the potential

caused by the charge set {p} at the position of the charge

qi, and /ðfqg; rpi
Þ is the potential caused by the charge set

{q} at the position of the charge pi. As can be seen from

Eq. 3, this interaction energy is symmetric. The second

kind of energy is the interaction energy of the charge set

{q} with its own reaction field potential /rf which is given

by

Grf ¼
1

2

XNq

i¼1

qi/rfðfqg; rqi
Þ ð4Þ

The factor 1
2

is due to the linear response ansatz that is used

to obtain this energy (Daune 1999).

The model resulting from the continuum electrostatic

approach, although simple at a first sight, is extremely

successful in describing the electrostatic properties of

proteins and it can be applied to various biochemical

problems as will be detailed below.

Applications of the continuum electrostatic model

Association of proteins

Biochemical processes depend on the ability of proteins to

interact with each other, with nucleic acids, with lipids,

with polysaccharides, and with substrate molecules. Spe-

cific molecular recognition is a prerequisite for electron
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transfer between redox partners, for signal transduction in

cells, for the adaptation of cells to environmental condi-

tions, and for many other physiological reactions.

Therefore, the understanding of protein association is

required to elucidate biochemical processes. Continuum

electrostatic calculations are suitable to investigate the

interaction between proteins. In bioenergetic reactions, the

interaction of electron transfer proteins is of particular

interest. Since electron transfer proteins often associate

only transiently, it is difficult to analyze their association

experimentally. Therefore, theoretical methods are espe-

cially valuable for these systems to obtain structural

information about these protein complexes.

Docking of electron transfer proteins

One photosynthetic electron transfer complex that was

extensively studied theoretically is the complex formed

between plastocyanin and cytochrome f (Ullmann et al.

1997b; Pearson et al. 1996; De Rienzo et al. 2001). In the

first docking study on this complex, the association of

plastocyanin and cytochrome f was analyzed in four steps

(Ullmann et al. 1997b, Fig. 4). In the first step, Monte

Carlo sampling was used to generate docked complexes. In

this step, one protein moves in the electrostatic potential of

the other protein. Low energy configurations are accepted

according to the Metropolis criterion (Metropolis et al.

1953). In the second step, the resulting molecular config-

urations with relatively low energies were grouped into

families by a cluster algorithm. In the third step, the con-

figurations having the lowest energies, one from each

family, were used as starting points of a molecular

dynamics simulation. Hydration was considered explicitly

in these simulations. In the fourth step, the complexes were

analyzed in terms of their association energy and in terms

of their electron transfer efficiency. The association energy

was calculated with a thermodynamic cycle using energies

obtained from the Poisson–Boltzmann equation. The

electron transfer efficiency between the copper and heme

sites was analyzed and compared by the Pathways method

(Betts et al. 1992; Beratan et al. 1985, 1989, 1990, 1991;

Ullmann and Kostić 1995). Interestingly, the complex with

the most stable configuration did not display the most

efficient path for electron transfer, thus, a rearrangement of

the complex is required in order to enable electron transfer.

Such a rearrangement is in agreement with experimental

results (Qin and Kostić 1993) obtained on this complex.

The strategy that was followed to analyze computationally

the complex between plastocyanin and cytochrome f

allowed to get a detailed understanding of the electron

transfer mechanism on a structural basis and enabled to

explain experimental results. Therefore it can be seen as a

paradigm for the analysis of electron transfer protein

complexes. An NMR study of the interaction of plastocy-

anin and cytochrome f confirmed the model that was

proposed based on the Monte Carlo simulations (Ubbink

et al. 1998).

Fig. 3 Visualization of the electrostatic potential of the two electron

transfer partners plastocyanin (a) and cytochrome f (b). The

electrostatic potential contours at 1 kBT (blue) and -1 kBT (red) are

shown. The large red region (negative potential) in plastocyanin

depicts the acidic patch. This acidic patch is involved in the

association with cytochrome f. The blue region (positive potential) on

the left side of cytochrome f depicts the docking region on this

protein. The electrostatic complementarity of these proteins is the

reason for the association of these two molecules. The potentials were

calculated with APBS and visualized with VMD
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A similar strategy was used to study the complex between

plastocyanin and cytochrome c. Although this complex has

no physiological relevance, its features make it a good test

system and led to the understanding of the dynamics of

electron transfer proteins. This protein complex shows an

electron transfer dynamics that is largely influenced by

environmental conditions such as solvent viscosity and ionic

strength (Kostić 1996; Zhou and Kostić 1993). Using dif-

ferent theoretical approaches including electrostatic

calculations, and Monte Carlo simulations, it was possible to

elucidate the structural basis of the behavior of this diprotein

complex (Ullmann and Kostić 1995; Roberts et al. 1991).

The theoretical investigations performed on this complex

helped to interpret the experimental data on mutations and

pH effects (Ivković-Jensen et al. 1998, 1999; Sokerina et al.

1999; Crnogorac et al. 2001).

Brownian dynamics simulations are in some respect

similar to the Monte Carlo approach described above for

plastocyanin and cytochrome f (Madura et al. 1994;

Gabdoulline and Wade 2002; Andrew et al. 1993;

Northrup et al. 1984; Northrup 1994). In Brownian

dynamics simulations, the association of two proteins is

simulated using Newton’s equations of motion combined

with additional random and friction terms and the inter-

action is calculated based on electrostatic potentials

obtained from the Poisson–Boltzmann equation. Brownian

dynamics simulations enable to determine relative associ-

ation rate constants and thus to study for instance the

influence of mutations or of ionic strength on association

rates. These simulations have been also applied to a variety

of photosynthetic electron transfer complexes and allowed

to interpret experimental findings on the association

between electron transfer partners (Pearson and

Gross 1995; Pearson et al. 1996; De Rienzo et al. 2001;

Haddadian and Gross 2006; Gross and Rosemberg 2006;

Haddadian and Gross 2005).

Comparison of electron transfer proteins based

on their electrostatic potentials

Proteins which perform similar functions have often simi-

lar structures. However, exceptions to this rule can be

found and two of these exceptions play a prominent role in

photosynthetic electron transfer of some cyanobacteria and

uni-cellular algae (Ubbink 2004; Hervás et al. 2003).

Under copper deficiency, the blue copper protein plasto-

cyanin is replaced by the heme protein cytochrome c6, and

under iron deficiency, the iron-sulfur protein ferredoxin is

replaced by the flavoprotein flavodoxin. Although the

replacing proteins differ in composition and structure, they

Fig. 4 Simulation of the association of plastocyanin and cytochrome

f. The association of electron transfer proteins is simulated in several

stages. Many encounter trajectories of plastocyanin and cytochrome f
are generated by a Monte Carlo simulation (1). The molecular

configurations having relatively low energies are grouped by struc-

tural similarity into several families (2). Configurations having the

lowest energies are subjected to a thorough molecular dynamics

simulation (3). The hydration of the proteins was treated explicitly.

Finally a ranking of the different complexes is performed (4). The

energy of binding is calculated using the Poisson–Boltzmann equation

(4a). The electron transfer efficiency between the copper and heme

sites was analyzed and compared by the Pathways method (4b)
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perform the same function in the photosynthetic electron-

transport chain as the original proteins.

In order to understand the structural basis of their

functional equivalence, the isofunctional proteins can be

compared on the basis of their electrostatic potentials

(Ullmann et al. 1997a, 2000). The molecules can be

superimposed by optimizing the similarity of their elec-

trostatic potentials with respect to their relative orientation.

The integral-based Hodgkin index Helec
ab (Hodgkin and

Richards 1987) is ideal for defining the similarity of two

electrostatic potentials.

Helec
ab ¼

2
R

/a/bd VR
/2

ad V þ
R

/2
bd V

ð5Þ

The potentials / of the structurally different molecules a

and b are integrated over the whole volume V. The

numerator quantifies the spatial overlap of the electrostatic

potentials /, while the denominator normalizes this value.

The resulting similarity index falls in the interval between

-1 and +1. The value +1 corresponds to molecules with

identical potentials, whereas -1 corresponds to

electrostatic complementarity, i.e., potentials of the same

magnitude but opposite sign. In order to optimize the

superposition of the two molecules, the Coulomb potentials

are approximated by Gaussian potentials and Eq. 5 is

minimized with respect to the relative orientation of the

two molecules (Ullmann et al. 2000). This structural

superposition can be used to identify functionally

equivalent residues.

On the basis of the superposition of electrostatic

potentials, it was possible to elucidate the reasons of the

functional equivalence of plastocyanin and cytochrome c6

and of ferredoxin and flavodoxin (Fig. 5). In particular, the

association and the electron-transfer reactions with their

physiological reaction partners could be analyzed. Inter-

estingly, functional analogous amino acids enabling

specific recognition and efficient electron transfer could

be identified for both couples of isofunctional proteins

(Ullmann et al. 1997a, 2000).

Tuning of absorption spectra

Chromophore-binding proteins can tune the absorption of

their chromophore to an exact maximum by specific

interactions. This is for instance the case for rhodopsins

which bind a retinal as a chromophore. The absorption

maxima in this protein family range from ultraviolet to far

red. The shift of the absorption maxima between the dif-

ferent rhodopsins is called inter-protein shift. Archaeal

rhodopsins represent good test systems for theoretical

studies on chromophore tuning since high-resolution

structures of these proteins are available. Moreover, many

experimental data from mutational studies exist.

Fig. 5 (a) Electrostatic potential of plastocyanin (left) and cyto-

chrome c6 (right) from C. reinhardtii mapped to the protein surface.

The lower panel shows a ribbon presentation of the two proteins. The

orientation of the two molecules corresponds to their superposition in

which their electrostatic potentials match best. It can be seen that the

proteins do not share any similarity in the secondary structural level.

However, surface residues that are involved in electron transfer and

association are functionally conserved. These residues are Tyr83 and

the copper ligand His87 in plastocyanin, and Trp63 and Cys17 bound

to the heme in cytochrome c6. (b) Electrostatic potential of ferredoxin

and flavodoxin from Anabaena PCC 7210. The orientation of

flavodoxin (Alignment 1 and Alignment 2) shows the best matches

of the potentials of flavodoxin with the potential of ferredoxin. These

two orientations are related by a 180� rotation. The lower panel shows

a wire frame model of the Ca chain of the proteins. The proteins show

no significant similarities in their structures and they even differ in

size. Nevertheless, the surface region relevant for association and

electron transfer show similar features. The potentials are calculated

with APBS and visualized with VMD
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The inter-protein shift between archaeal rhodopsins may

in principle originate from differences in either steric or

electrostatic interaction between the protein and the chro-

mophore. However, experimental data (Harbison et al.

1985; Baselt et al. 1989; Sakamoto et al. 1998; Belrhali

et al. 1999; Luecke et al. 1999, 2001; Royant et al. 2001;

Kandori et al. 2001) and theoretical studies (Ren et al.

2001; Hayashi et al. 2001) demonstrate that differences in

chromophore geometry are negligible for the inter-protein

shift. Thus, electrostatic interactions between the retinal

chromophore and the protein appear to be a major deter-

minant for spectral shifts between different rhodopsins

(Ren et al. 2001; Hayashi et al. 2001; Kandori et al. 2001).

Based on the Poisson–Boltzmann equation, the electro-

static potential at the retinal p-system of three archaeal

rhodopsins, namely of the proton pump bacteriorhodopsin

(BR), the chloride pump halorhodopsin (HR), and signaling

protein sensory rhodopsin II (SRII) were computed and

compared (Kloppmann et al. 2005). Despite the structural

similarity between these three proteins, the absorption

maximum of SRII is considerably blue-shifted (maximum

at 500 nm) compared to the spectrum of BR and HR

(maxima at 570 and 585 nm, respectively). In agreement

with their absorption maxima, it can be seen that the elec-

trostatic potential at the retinal is similar for BR and HR,

whereas the one of SRII differs significantly (Fig. 6). A

variant of the quantum mechanical model of a particle in a

box is able to qualitatively relate the differences in the

electrostatic potential between the archaeal rhodopsins to

differences in their absorption behavior (Kloppmann et al.

2005). The qualitative picture offered by this model reveals

an interesting aspect of spectral tuning. As can be seen in

Fig. 6, spectral tuning is most effective if the controlling

potential changes close to the center of the retinal p-system:

then, even small changes in the height of the potential step

DU have a pronounced influence on the excitation energy

DE (Fig. 6a). Indeed, the electrostatic potentials of the three

archaeal rhodopsins display two potential plateaus (one in

the b-ionone ring region and another one in the Schiff base

region), and the separation between these two plateaus is

located approximately in the middle of the retinal p-system.

The difference between these two plateaus can be seen as a

Fig. 6 (a) Electrostatic potential of BR, HR, and SRII. The potential

is plotted at the van der Waals surface of the retinal Schiff base. The

magnitude of the potential is color coded. It can be seen that the

electrostatic potential of BR and HR are more similar to each other

compared to the potential of SRII. In SRII, the potential along the

retinal varies more strongly. This stronger variation can explain the

difference in the absorption maxima of the proteins. The potentials

were calculated with APBS and visualized with VMD. (b) Quantum

mechanical model of a particle in a box with a step potential. L is the

length of the box, a the position of the step, UI and UII is the potential

in region I and region II, respectively, and DU denotes the height of

the potential step. (c) Dependence of the first (S0 ? S1) excitation

energy DE on the position of the step a and the potential difference

DU using the quantum mechanical model of a particle in a box with

potential step. The excitation energy DE; given in kcal mol-1 e-1, is

color coded. The dashed line marks the position of the step in the

archaeal rhodopsins. The crosses indicate the height of the potential

step DU for BR, HR, and SRII. It can be seen that the position and the

height of the potential step can efficiently tune the absorption

maximum
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step potential. For SRII, the excitation energy is signifi-

cantly higher than for BR and HR, which instead have

similar excitation energies. The model of a particle in a box

with a step potential reproduces the general trend of the

measured absorption maxima by grouping BR and HR

together and showing a significantly higher excitation

energy for SRII. This finding indicates that the observed

differences in electrostatic potential in BR, HR, and SRII

are related to differences in the absorption maxima. To

understand the structural basis of the differences between

BR, HR, and SRII, the electrostatic potential can be

decomposed into individual components. Seven residues

that can account for the difference among the electrostatic

potential of the proteins could be identified. The analysis of

the electrostatic potential at the retinal can thus not only

point out the differences among the different archaeal

rhodopsins, but it can also help to identify individual resi-

dues that cause these differences.

Tuning of absorption spectra is not only important in

rhodopsins, but also in photosynthetic reaction centers and in

light harvesting complexes in photosynthesis. On one hand,

tuning of the absorption spectra is important for adaptation to

different ecological niches (Cogdell et al. 2006). On the

other hand, the pigments in light harvesting complexes need

to have the appropriate spectra to allow efficient energy

channeling into the photochemically active pigment. Also in

these proteins, electrostatic interaction plays a prominent

role in the tuning of absorption spectra (Adolphs and Renger

2006; Madjet et al. 2006; Sener et al. 2004). Electrostatic

calculations in combination with quantum chemical calcu-

lations (Adolphs and Renger 2006; Liu et al. 2004; Ritz et al.

2002; Hu et al. 2002; Cogdell et al. 2006) can help to give

deeper insights into this intricate problem.

Coupling of protonation and reduction in proteins

The coupling of protonation and reduction is a common

feature in many bioenergetic reactions. Often exergonic

electron transfer reactions are coupled to endergonic proton

transfer reactions to build up electrochemical gradients

across a membrane which are then used by ATP-synthase

to produce ATP. The understanding of the coupling

between electrons and protons on a structural level is thus a

central problem in bioenergetic research. For the theoreti-

cal description, two cases have to be distinguished: (i) The

protonation or redox energies of model compounds of the

groups are known from experiments and the shifts due to

the protein environment needs to be calculated. This sce-

nario is for instance fulfilled in many heme proteins such as

for instance cytochrome c3 and in part also for the QB

reduction in bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers. (ii)

The protonation or redox energies of model compounds are

not known experimentally but can be calculated quantum

chemically. This scenario is for instance fulfilled for the

Rieske iron-sulfur center. The first scenario can be modeled

by microstate description including only electrostatic

interactions, the second scenario can be modeled by a

combined electrostatic and quantum chemical approach.

Microstate model

We consider a system that possesses N protonatable sites

and K redox-active sites. Such a system can adopt

M = 2N+K states assuming that each sites can exist in two

forms. The interaction between them can be modeled

purely electrostatically, i.e., the electronic coupling is

negligible. Each state of the system can be written as an

N + K-dimensional vector x~¼ ðx1; . . .; xNþKÞ; where xi is

0 or 1 if site i is deprotonated (reduced) or protonated

(oxidized), respectively. Each state of the system has a

well-defined energy which depends on the energetics of the

individual sites and the interaction between sites. The

energy of a state x~m is given by (Bashford and Karplus

1990; Ullmann and Knapp 1999; Ullmann 2000; Gunner

et al. 2006; Nielsen and McCammon 2003):

Gðx~mÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

ðxm;i � x�i ÞRT ln 10ðpH� pK intr
a;i Þ

�
XK

i¼1

ðxm;i � x�i ÞFðE � Eintr
i Þ

þ 1

2

XNþK

i¼1

XNþK

j¼1

ðxm;i � x�i Þðxm;j � x�j ÞWij

ð6Þ

where R is the gas constant; T is the absolute temperature;

F is the Faraday constant; xm,i denotes the protonation or

redox form of the site i in state x~m; x
�
i is the reference form

of site i; pK intr
a;i and Eintr

i are the pKa value and redox

potential, respectively, that site i would have if all other

sites are in their reference form (intrinsic pKa value and

intrinsic redox potential); E is the reduction potential of the

solution; pH is the pH value of the solution; Wij represents

the interaction of site i with site j. The energetic parameters

pK intr
a;i and Eintr

i are calculated using electrostatic methods

from the pKa value or redox potential of a model of the

respective groups in aqueous solution and the shift of these

values due to the protein environment. The interaction

energy Wij between the groups can be calculated by an

electrostatic approach (Bashford and Karplus 1990; Ull-

mann and Knapp 1999; Borodich and Ullmann 2004).

Equilibrium properties of a physical system are com-

pletely determined by the energies of its states. To keep the

notation concise, states will be numbered by Greek indices;

i.e., for state energies we write Gm instead of Gðx~mÞ: For site

indices, the roman letters i and j will be used. The equi-

librium probability of a single state x~m is given by
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Peq
m ¼

e�bGm

Z
ð7Þ

with b = 1/RT and Z being the partition function of the

system.

Z ¼
XM

m¼1

e�bGm ð8Þ

The sum runs over all M possible states. Properties of

single sites can be obtained from Eq. 7 by summing up the

individual contributions of all states. For example, the

probability of site i being protonated is given by

hxii ¼
XM

m

xm;iP
eq
m ð9Þ

where xm,i denotes the protonation form of site i in the

charge state x~m: For small systems, this sum can be eval-

uated explicitly. For larger systems, Monte–Carlo

techniques can be used to determine these probabilities

(Beroza et al. 1991).

For a system of interacting sites, the probabilities hxii can

show a complex shape, thus rendering the assignment of

mid-point potentials difficult or even meaningless (Ullmann

2003; Onufriev et al. 2001; Onufriev and Ullmann 2004;

Klingen and Ullmann 2006). The energy differences

between microstates, however, remain well defined and thus

form a convenient basis to describe the system.

Proton uptake upon QB reduction in the bacterial

photosynthetic reaction center

The reduction of QB in the photosynthetic reaction center

leads to a change of the protonation probabilities of resi-

dues in its vicinity. This change has been extensively

investigated by the theoretical approach described above

(Koepke et al. 2007; Rabenstein and Ullmann 1998; Rab-

enstein et al. 1998; Alexov and Gummer 1999; Ishiktia and

Knapp 2005; Alexov et al. 2000; Rabenstein et al. 2000;

Taly et al. 2003; Beroza et al. 1991). As a central protein

of photosynthesis, the reaction center converts light energy

into chemical energy. Two electrons are transferred one

after the other from the special pair, a bacteriochlorophyll

dimer, via a series of electron donor and acceptor groups to

a coenzyme Q molecule called QA and from there to the

terminal electron acceptor, another coenzyme Q molecule

called QB. Upon reduction, two protons are taken up from

the bulk and are transferred to QB via one or several proton

transfer pathways (Sebban et al. 1995; Abresch et al. 1998;

Baciou and Michel 1995; Takahashi and Wraight 1992;

Ädelroth et al. 2001; Paddock et al. 2001).

In the 1980s, it was commonly believed that first the two

electrons are transferred to QB and then QB gets protonated.

This mechanism would involve the occurrence of the doubly

reduced unprotonated quinol Q2�
B during the reaction. Later,

kinetic, spectroscopic, and mutational studies suggested that

the first electron transfer is coupled with a proton transfer to

Q��B (Graige et al. 1996; Paddock et al. 1990; Hienerwadel

et al. 1995). In line with these experimental results, elec-

trostatic calculations showed that the reaction energy for the

second electron transfer ðQ��A Q��B �! QAQ2�
B Þ is extremely

endergonic (Rabenstein and Ullmann 1998; Rabenstein

et al. 1998) indicating that the Q2�
B is a thermally inacces-

sible intermediate. Consequently, the second electron

transfer will not occur before the protonation of Q��B :
Two alternative positions of QB, distal and proximal to

the non-heme iron, were resolved crystallographically

(Stowell et al. 1997). Electrostatic calculations on the

reaction center of Rhodobacter sphaeroides showed that

the first electron transfer ðQ��A QB �! QAQ��B Þ is uphill

when QB is in the distal position and downhill when QB is

in the proximal position (Rabenstein et al. 2000; Alexov

and Gummer 1999). Thus, the electron transfer to QB is

influenced by a rearrangement from an electron transfer

inactive state to an electron transfer active state.

Theoretical investigations based on the model including

only pure electrostatic interaction allowed to identify a

cluster of strongly coupled residues, namely AspL210,

AspL213, and GluL212 (Fig. 7), which are changing their

protonation after the first reduction of QB (Alexov et al.

2000; Rabenstein et al. 2000; Alexov and Gunner 1999;

Taly et al. 2003). In addition, the involvement of SerL223,

a hydrogen-bond partner of QB (Fig. 7), in the proton

transfer (Alexov and Gunner 1999) and in the tuning of the

redox potential of QB (Ishikita and Knapp 2004) were also

proposed from electrostatic calculations. The importance of

SerL223, AspL213, GluL212, and AspL210 for the proton

transfer was also found by experimental studies (Paddock

et al. 1989, 1997, 2003; Ädelroth et al. 2001; Okamura

et al. 2000). The mutation of these residues can lead to

photoinactive reaction center proteins (for example

AspL213 ? Asn). However in some cases, the function of

the reaction center can be restored by second site mutations

(for example ArgM233 ? Cys) (Paddock et al. 1994;

Paddock et al. 1998; Miksovska et al. 1997). For the

double mutant (AspL213 ? Asn, ArgM233 ? Cys),

Ishiktia and Knapp (2005) calculated shifts of proton

binding constants of several other residues leading to an

alternative proton transfer pathway from the aqueous

solution to the QB binding site. Thus, these calculations

offered a molecular mechanism to understand the proton

transfer in this so-called revertant mutant. Theoretical

calculations on the protonation events coupled to QB

reduction have largely influenced the thinking about the

proton transfer reactions in this protein. These theoretical

studies have led to many testable hypotheses which in part

have been already proven experimentally.
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Quantum chemical calculation of absolute pKa values

and redox potentials

The microstate model described above considers purely

electrostatic interaction between the sites. Such a model is

applicable to many proteins. However, it fails in some

cases, for instance when protons bind directly to a redox-

active site. Under the condition of strong electronic cou-

pling between the proton binding site and the redox-active

center, often experimental data for pKa values or redox

potentials of appropriate model compounds do not exist.

Thus, the microscopic equilibrium constants need to be

calculated by a quantum mechanical approach (Li et al.

1998, 1996; Ullmann et al. 2002). The pKa values relate

directly to the free energy of deprotonation in aqueous

solution DGdeprot
water by Eq. 10. DGdeprot

water can be expressed as a

sum of two contributions: the solvation energy difference

DDGdeprot
solv between the associated and the dissociated sys-

tems and the gas phase deprotonation energy DGdeprot
vac :

pKa ¼
1

ln 10 kBT
DGdeprot

water

¼ 1

ln 10 kBT
DGdeprot

vac þ DDGdeprot
solv

� �
ð10Þ

The solvation energy difference DDG
deprot
solv is obtained

from Eq. 11.

DDG
deprot
solv ¼DGsolvðA�ÞþDGsolvðHþÞ�DGsolvðAHÞ ð11Þ

The solvation energy of the protonated and deprotonated

molecule, DGsolvðAHÞ and DGsolvðA�Þ; can be calculated

from the solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann equation. The

solvation energy of a proton DGsolvðHþÞ can be obtained

from the experimentally measured potential of the standard

hydrogen electrode (Reiss and Heller 1985). The gas phase

protonation energy DGdeprot
vac can be calculated from Eq. 12,

DGdeprot
vac ¼ DHdeprot

vac þ DHdeprot
vib þ HtransðHþÞ

þ DðpVÞ � T ½SðHþÞ�
ð12Þ

where DHdeprot
vac is the difference in the vacuum energy of

the associated (protonated) and dissociated (deprotonated

and hydrogen ion) system as calculated by quantum

chemical methods; DHdeprot
vib is the change in the vibrational

energy between the protonated and deprotonated state;

Htrans(H
+) is the translational energy of a proton which is

3
2

RT ; DðpVÞ is the energy change due to the volume change

in the gas phase reaction which is estimated to be RT from

the ideal gas approximation; and T[S(H+)] is the entropic

portion of the gas-phase free energy of a proton which can

be derived from the Sackur-Tetrode equation (Hill 1960).

The redox potential Eo
redox can be computed by a similar

approach using Eq. 13

Eo
redox ¼

1

F
ðDHredox

vac þ DDGredox
solv Þ þ DSHE ð13Þ

where DHredox
vac is the difference in the vacuum energy

between the oxidized and the reduced states; DDGredox
solv is the

difference in interaction energy with the protein and the

Fig. 7 The photosynthetic reaction center. (a) Electron (solid arrows)

and proton transfer (dashed arrows) in the photosynthetic reaction center

of Blastochloris viridis. The special pair, the other electron transfer

groups, and the two quinone sites (QA and QB) are shown. (b) The binding

positions for ubiquinone in the QB binding site of the reaction center of

Rhodobacter sphaeroides; ubiquinone can be either bound distally (light

gray) or proximally (dark gray) to the iron. Additionally important

residues for the proton transfer are depicted. The letters M and L in the

residue name indicate the subunit to which the residue belongs
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solvent between the oxidized and the reduced states and is

calculated analogously to Eq. 11; F is the Faraday constant;

and DSHE is the standard potential of the hydrogen

electrode.

Coupling of protonation and reduction in the Rieske

protein

Rieske proteins are metalloproteins for which reduction

and protonation are strongly coupled. These proteins are

iron-sulfur proteins that contain a [2Fe2S] cluster coordi-

nated by two cysteine and two histidine residues (Fig. 8).

The iron-sulfur center can undergo one-electron redox-

reactions, with the two iron atoms being formally Fe(III) in

the oxidized state of the cluster. The redox potential of this

transition has been shown to be pH-dependent, and the

pH-dependence has been tentatively associated with a

redox-dependence of the protonation of the ligand histi-

dines that reversibly protonate at their Ne atoms (Link

1994; Zu et al. 2001). Such a coupling between the redox-

state of the center and the protonation of the ligand

histidines could be clearly established from a quantum-

chemical characterization of the cluster (Ullmann et al.

2002; Leggate et al. 2004). Since the redox-active orbitals

are delocalized over the whole iron-sulfur center including

the histidine ligands, a model based on pure electrostatic

interactions is not suitable. Instead, electronic coupling

needs to be considered. Density functional calculations

showed that the reduced state of the center favors the

protonated state of the two histidine ligands, and vice

versa. The two redox-dependent macroscopic pK-values of

the Rieske protein in bovine cytochrome bc1 could be cal-

culated from Poisson–Boltzmann electrostatics (Ullmann

et al. 2002) and agree well with experimental data (Link

1994; Denke et al. 1998; Lin et al. 2006).

Rieske proteins are commonly classified into low

potential and high potential Rieske proteins. High potential

Rieske proteins are found in the cytochrome bc complexes

that are quinol-oxidizing proton-translocating transmem-

brane complexes of the photosynthetic and respiratory

electron transfer chains. Low potential Rieske proteins

occur in bacterial oxygenases that are involved in the

degradation of aromatic compounds. High potential Rieske

proteins differ from low potential Rieske proteins not only

in their redox potentials, but they have also different

macroscopic pK-values. In their oxidized state, high

potential Rieske proteins titrate in the physiological pH-

range, while low potential Rieske proteins have higher pK-

values and are protonated at physiological pH. This dif-

ference in pK-values could be assigned to differences in the

hydrogen bonding pattern and in the distribution of nega-

tively charged residues in a low and a high potential Rieske

protein studied by Poisson–Boltzmann electrostatics

(Klingen and Ullmann 2004). Two hydrogen bonds toward

the Rieske cluster in bovine cytochrome bc1 stabilize the

negative charge in the cluster and therefore contribute to

the lower pK-values of the cluster in this high potential

Rieske protein. In the low potential Rieske protein of a

bacterial biphenyl-dioxygenase (Colbert et al. 2000), sev-

eral negatively charged residues in the vicinity of the

cluster destabilize the negative charge in the cluster and

therefore raise the protonation probability of the histidine

ligands. Since the studied structural differences between

the two proteins will affect the redox equilibria of the

cluster in the same way as its protonation equilibria, they

most likely also account for the observed redox-potential

differences.

The redox-dependent change in the protonation prob-

abilities of the histidine ligands in Rieske proteins of bc

complexes is central to their function in quinol oxidation.

A recent study of the cytochrome bc1 complex from

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Klingen et al. 2007) shows

that redox-dependent protonation change of the Rieske

histidine ligands can occur also in the context of the

quinol-oxidizing active site. This result provides further

evidence that quinol oxidation in cytochrome bc com-

plexes involves coupled electron and proton transfer

from the substrate to the Rieske cluster. A similar

behavior is expected for the Rieske protein of the

cytochrome b6f complex which is the equivalent of

cytochrome bc1 in photosynthetic electron transfer chain

of higher plants.

Influence of membrane potential and pH gradients

on membrane protein protonation

Many membrane proteins, especially those involved in

bioenergetic reactions, are exposed to different solvent

Fig. 8 The chemical structure of the Rieske iron-sulfur cluster. The

[2Fe2S] core and coordinating histidine and cysteine sidechains are

shown
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conditions on the two different sides of the membrane,

which lead, for example, to the membrane potential and the

pH gradient across the membrane. The membrane potential

and the pH gradient are therefore crucial parameters for

investigating the titration behavior of a site in a protein

embedded in a membrane.

The influence of a membrane potential on the energetics

of a membrane protein can be incorporated in the Poisson–

Boltzmann theory (Roux 1997). The linearized Poisson–

Boltzmann equation (Eq. 1) can be extended to a

membrane system with a membrane potential W :

r eðrÞr/ðrÞ½ � ¼ �qf ðrÞþ eðrÞjðrÞ2 /ðrÞ�WHðrÞ½ � ð14Þ

where /ðrÞ is the electrostatic potential of the system;

HðrÞ is a Heaviside step function which is equal to zero on

the extracellular side and equal to one on the cytoplasmic

side; eðrÞ defines the dielectric permittivity; qf ðrÞ is the

charge density inside the protein; and j2ðrÞ is the modified

Debye-Hückel parameter. Assuming a discrete charge

distribution, the solution of Eq. 14, i.e., the electrostatic

potential /ðrÞ; can be expressed as

/ðrÞ ¼
XM

i¼1

qi

4pepjr� r0ij
þ /rfðrÞ þWvmpðrÞ ð15Þ

where the first term describes the Coulomb electrostatic

potential at the position r caused by M point charges qi at

positions r0i in a medium with a dielectric permittivity ep,

the term /rfðrÞ describes the reaction field potential orig-

inating from the dielectric boundary between the protein

and the solvent as well as from the distribution of ions in

the solution, and the term WvmpðrÞ describes the contri-

bution due to the membrane potential. Here, vmpðrÞ is a

dimensionless function with the property 0� vmpðrÞ� 1;

which depends on the dielectric properties of the system

and on the ion distribution in the medium but not on the

charge distribution within the protein. The function vmpðrÞ
describes how the membrane potential is modulated inside

the membrane protein and it may deviate from a simple

linear function (Roux 1997).

The equilibrium protonation probability of a membrane

protein exposed to a membrane potential and to different

pH values at the two sides of the membrane can be cal-

culated as follows. We consider a transmembrane protein

that is in equilibrium with two different reservoirs of pro-

tons, i.e., the extracellular side, EC, and the cytoplasmic

side, CP. The two reservoirs of protons are not in contact

with each other, i.e., protons cannot permeate through the

membrane or through the protein. The protein has N sites

connected to the extracellular side and K sites connected to

the cytoplasmic side. None of the sites is connected to both

reservoirs, because otherwise the reservoirs would be in

contact with each other. This feature is expected in protein

performing vectorial pumping. All sites interact electro-

statically. Such a system can adopt 2N+K different

protonation states.

The energy of the state of such a system can be written

as (for details see Bombarda et al. 2006)

Gðxm~Þ ¼
XN

i¼1

ðxm;i � x�i ÞRTln 10 ðpHEC � pK intr
a;i Þ þ FWCi

þ
XK

i¼1

ðxm;i � x�i ÞRT ln 10 ðpHCP � pK intr
a;i Þ

þ FWðCi � 1Þ

þ 1

2

XNþK

i¼1

XNþK

j¼1

ðxm;i � x�i Þðxm;j � x�j ÞWij ð16Þ

where pK intr
a;i is the intrinsic pKa value without the influence

of a membrane potential, Ci describes the relative contri-

bution of the membrane potential to the protonation energy

of the site i, pHEC and pHCP are the pH values at the

extracellular and at the cytoplasmic side of the membrane.

This approach can be straightforwardly extended to include

redox-active sites as well.

It should be noted that due to the membrane potential,

there is an important difference between the sites con-

nected to the cytoplasm and the sites connected to the

extracellular region. In Eq. 16, the energetic cost for pro-

tonating a given site amounts to FWCi for sites connected

to the extracellular side, while the cost is FWðCi � 1Þ for

sites connected to the cytoplasm. Thus, for a negative

membrane potential (Fig. 9a), protonation is favored on the

extracellular side (FWCi\0), since proton uptake is

downhill with regard to the membrane potential. In con-

trast, protonation of sites connected to the cytoplasm is

hindered (FWðCi � 1Þ[ 0), since proton uptake is uphill

with regard to the membrane potential. The influence of the

membrane potential on the protonation probability depends

clearly on the proton accessibility of a site, i.e., from which

side of the membrane the titratable site receives its proton.

For example, the more the membrane potential becomes

negative, the higher is the protonation probability of a site

that receives the proton from the extracellular side of the

membrane and the lower is the protonation probability of a

site that is connected with the cytoplasm. In fact, a positive

charge follows the direction of the decreasing potential.

Regulation of proton pumping in bacteriorhodopsin

A membrane protein for which the effect of membrane

potentials was studied is bacteriorhodopsin. This mem-

brane protein of halophilic archaea pumps protons across

the membrane using the energy of light and creates a

transmembrane proton gradient upon this process. Bacte-

riorhodopsin was extensively studied by electrostatic
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calculations (Bashford and Gerwert 1992; Sampogna and

Honig 1994, 1996; Spassov et al. 2001; Onufriev et al.

2003; Song et al. 2003; Scharnagl et al. 1994; Calimet and

Ullmann 2004; Bombarda et al. 2006). The analysis of the

influence of the membrane potential on the titration

behavior of bacteriorhodopsin according to the theory

outlined above allowed to shed light on the regulation of its

proton pumping. The proton pumping is inhibited when the

transmembrane proton gradient becomes larger than 4 pH

units. From electrostatic calculations, it can be seen that a

pH gradient (Calimet and Ullmann 2004) and a membrane

potential (Bombarda et al. 2006) across the membrane

influences in a non-trivial manner the protonation proba-

bilities of some titratable residues which are known to

participate in the proton transfer. The residues connected to

one side of the membrane are influenced by the pH on the

other side because of their electrostatic interactions with

other titratable residues inside the protein. In

bacteriorhodopsin, each site is uniquely connected through

a hydrogen-bond network to either the cytoplasm or the

extracellular space, as it is expected in proteins that per-

form vectorial pumping. Particularly interesting is the

titration behavior of the residues Asp85 and Asp115, which

are connected to the extracellular and the cytoplasmic side,

respectively (Bombarda et al. 2006). Asp85 is the primary

proton acceptor in the proton pumping cycle of bacterio-

rhodopsin. Therefore, it is crucial for the pumping

cycle that Asp85 is deprotonated in the ground state of

bacteriorhodopsin. The electrostatic interaction between

Asp85 and Asp115 together with the interplay of their

protonation states provide the structural basis for the reg-

ulation of proton pumping activity of bacteriorhodopsin.

This interplay led to the proposal that the highly conserved

Asp115 is involved in the regulation of the proton pumping

activity. It was found experimentally that Asp115 is always

protonated under conditions where no membrane potential

Fig. 9 (a) Schematic representation of a membrane protein. In this

scheme the membrane potential W ¼ wCP � wEC\0; with wCP and

wEC being the potential in the cytoplasm (CP) and in the extracellular

space (EC), respectively. The membrane protein is depicted as an

ellipse. The open circles symbolize the connections of titratable sites

to the bulk solvent. The hydrogen bond network relating the titratable

sites to the EC region (blue) is not connected to the hydrogen bond

network relating the titratable sites to the CP region (red), i.e., protons

cannot flow through protein. Proton displacement along one hydrogen

bond network is favored in the direction of decreasing potential (black

arrows). Under these conditions, the membrane potential will enhance

the protonation probability of a titratable site receiving a proton from

the EC region (blue) and it will disfavor the protonation of a titratable

site receiving a proton from the CP region (red). Due to the

electrostatic interaction between sites connected to the extracellular

space and sites connected to the cytoplasm (symbolized by the green

arrows in the interaction network), the protonation of the sites that are

connected to different sides of the membrane are not independent of

each other. (b, c) show the protonation probability of Asp85 and

Asp115 in function of membrane potential, pHEC and pHCP. The

protonation probability is color-coded as indicated by the color scale

on the top of the figure. In (b) the effect of the membrane potential is

depicted assuming that the pH on the two sides of the membrane is the

same. In (c) the pH gradient gives rise to a membrane potential. The

black line encloses the pH region that was found to be the proton

pumping active-region of bacteriorhodopsin
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or no pH gradient is present (Haupts et al. 1999; Lanyi

2004; Garczarek and Gerwert 2006). From the electrostatic

calculations, it can be seen that the protonation of this

residue depends strongly on the pH gradient and the

membrane potential. A very negative membrane potential

or a high pH in the cell leads to the deprotonation of

Asp115. The negatively charged Asp115 interacts strongly

with Asp85 causing its protonation. A protonated Asp85

cannot accept a proton from the retinal Schiff base, and

thus the proton pumping activity of bacteriorhodopsin is

inhibited (Fig. 9b, c).

These electrostatic calculations on bacteriorhodopsin

give an example how membrane proteins can sense the

membrane potential and the pH gradient, and how the

proton pumping can be regulated by these parameters. The

method outlined here represents an useful tool to analyze

the function of membrane proteins in their environment

where membrane potential and concentration gradients are

physiologically relevant.

Kinetics of charge transfer processes

To understand biochemical reactions, it is of crucial

importance to study their reaction kinetics. The kinetics of

charge transfer reactions can be simulated by a master

equation approach. The rate constants which are required

for such simulations can be calculated using electrostatic

methods (Sham et al. 1999; Ferreira and Bashford 2006;

Becker et al. 2007). Thus, combined with a master equa-

tion approach, continuum electrostatics also offers a

possibility to access the non-equilibrium behavior of bio-

molecular systems.

Simulating chemical reactions using a master equation

approach

In the microstate formalism given by Eqs. 6–9, charge

transfer events are described as transitions between well-

defined microstates of a system. The time dependence of

the population of each microstate can be simulated using a

master equation

d

dt
PmðtÞ ¼

XM

l¼1

kmlPlðtÞ �
XM

l¼1

klmPmðtÞ ð17Þ

where Pm(t) denotes the probability that the system is in

charge state m at time t, kml denotes the probability per unit

time that the system will change its state from l to m. The

summation runs over all possible states l. In order to

restrict the number of states and only consider states that

are accessible in a certain energy range, methods like

extended Dead End Elimination (Kloppmann et al. 2007)

can be used. Simulating charge transfer by Eq. 17 assumes

that these processes can be described as a Markovian sto-

chastic process. This assumption implies that the

probability of a given charge transfer only depends on the

current state of the system and not on the way in which the

system has reached this state. This assumption is normally

satisfied in biological electron transfer systems.

The system given by Eq. 17 is a system of coupled

linear differential equations with constant coefficients, for

which an analytical solution exists. Equation 17 describes

the time evolution of the probability distribution of

microstates of the system. For these microstates, energies

Gm and transition probabilities kml can be assigned unam-

biguously. The time-dependent probability of finding a

single site in the oxidized form can be obtained by sum-

ming up individual contributions from the time-dependent

probabilities Pm(t).

hxiiðtÞ ¼
XM

m

xm;iPmðtÞ ð18Þ

Reaction rates

The outlined theory is directly applicable to a large class of

reaction systems such as for example proton and electron

transfer proteins. The determination of the rate constants

kml will, however, be specific for the particular reactions

that should be simulated. For electron transfer systems,

continuum electrostatic calculations in combination with

existing empirical rate laws (Moser et al. 1992; Page et al.

1999) can be used to obtain electron transfer rates in good

agreement with experimental data. Three factors mainly

govern the rate constants of biological electron transfer

reactions: the energy difference between the donor state

and the acceptor state, the environmental polarization

(reorganization energy), and the electronic coupling

between the redox sites. The energy barrier for the transfer

process is given in the framework of Marcus theory as

DG 6¼ ¼ ðDG� þ kÞ2

4k
ð19Þ

where DG� is the energy difference between the donor state

and the acceptor state and k is the so-called reorganization

energy. The electronic coupling between the redox sites is

commonly accounted for by a distance-dependent

exponential function Aexp(-b(R-Ro)) where R is the

edge-to-edge distance between cofactors; Ro represents a

van der Waals contact distance; and A represents an

optimal rate. These aspects of biological electron transfer

have been successfully combined to formulate a heuristic

rate law applicable to long-range electron transfer (Moser

et al. 1992; Page et al. 1999):
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logðkexÞ ¼13� 0:6 ðR� 3:6Þ � 3:1
ðDG� þ kÞ2

k

logðkenÞ ¼13� 0:6 ðR� 3:6Þ � 3:1
ðDG� þ kÞ2

k
� DG�

0:06

ð20Þ

where kex and ken are the rate constants for exothermic and

endothermic electron transfer reactions, respectively.

The free energy DG� for a transition between two states

m and l can be calculated within the electrostatic model

using Eq. 6. The reorganization energy k contains two

contributions, k = ko + ki, where ko is the solvent reor-

ganization energy and ki is the inner sphere reorganization

energy. ko was shown to be accessible to calculations using

electrostatic potentials obtained from the solution of the

Poisson–Boltzmann equation (Marcus 1963; Sharp 1998):

ko ¼
1

2

XK

i

/opt
ad ðr~iÞ � /adðr~iÞ

� �
Dqad

i ð21Þ

where Dqad
i is the change in the charge of atom i when going

from the donor state to the acceptor state. The potentials /opt
ad

and /ad are generated by the charge distribution Dq ¼
qa � qd in a low (opt) and a high dielectric environment,

respectively. Here, qa and qd denote the charge distribution of

the acceptor state and the donor state, respectively. The low

permittivity constant reflects the electronic polarizability (fast

relaxation) while the high permittivity constant accounts also

for the orientational polarizability (slow relaxation). The

solvent reorganization energy is given by the difference in

solvation free energy of the charge distribution Dq between a

low and a high dielectric environment. The inner sphere

reorganization energy ki can be estimated by quantum

chemical calculations and it is often found to be

significantly smaller than the solvent reorganization energy

(Marcus and Sutin 1985; Williams 1999; Olsson et al. 1998;

Ryde and Olsson 2001). It is given by

ki ¼ Ebond r~d; qað Þ � Ebond r~a; qað Þ ð22Þ

where Ebond is the total quantum chemical energy of the

two sites; r~d and r~a correspond to the optimized geometry

of the sites in the donor and acceptor state, respectively.

Hence, the inner sphere reorganization energy is given by

the difference in bonding energy between donor and

acceptor geometry while the sites are kept in their acceptor

state charge distribution (Olsson et al. 1998; Ryde and

Olsson 2001).

Electron transfer from the C-subunit of the photosynthetic

reaction center to the special pair

The approach described has been used to simulate the

kinetics of electron transfer between the tetraheme-subunit

and the special pair of the photosynthetic reaction center of

Blastochloris viridis (Fig. 7a; Becker et al. 2007). The

comparison with the experimental data (Ortega and Mathis

1993) shows that continuum electrostatic calculations can

be used in combination with the empirical rate law of

Eq. 20 to reproduce measurements on the rereduction

kinetics of the photo-oxidized special pair (SP).

Rereduction of the SP in B. viridis is facilitated by the

so-called C-subunit. The C-subunit contains four heme

cofactors forming a transfer chain along the membrane

normal. Electrons enter the C-subunit via a diffusing

electron transport protein, which probably binds close to

the outermost heme group (Ortega et al. 1999). The heme

groups are commonly labeled according to their absorption

maxima as c559, c552, c556, and c554. To simulate electron

transfer within the C-subunit and between the C-subunit

and the SP, a model was constructed consisting of the five

redox-active groups. Redox potentials of these groups and

interaction energies for pairs of these groups were calcu-

lated using the model with pure electrostatic interaction. In

addition, the available structural information was used to

calculate reorganization energies for all different pairs of

redox-active groups.

In the experimental studies, Ortega et al. exposed the

reaction center of B. viridis to different redox-potentials.

The system was prepared in charge configurations with 4,

3, and 2 electrons distributed over the system consisting of

the four hemes and the SP. The rereduction kinetics of the

SP was measured after photo-induced oxidation. These

experimental setups can be mimicked by simulations. To

illustrate the kinetics seen in such simulations, the result

obtained for a system starting from three electrons dis-

tributed over the four heme groups is described. On the left

side of Fig. 10, the time-dependent probability distribution

of the accessible microstates is shown. The corresponding

oxidation probabilities for the hemes and the SP are shown

on the right side. It can be seen that only a limited number

of microstates contribute significantly to the probability

distribution in the pico- to microsecond timescale. How-

ever, this feature does not imply that only this limited

number of microstates is important for the kinetics of the

system. The detailed information available from the sim-

ulation data allows to follow electron fluxes between

microstates and thus electron movements between indi-

vidual sites in a reaction scheme (Fig. 11).

The redox microstates can be denoted as vectors of 1

(reduced) and 0 (oxidized). The first element denotes the

redox state of the special pair, the next four elements

denote redox states of the hemes in the order of their dis-

tance to the SP, starting from the nearest. The kinetics

depicted in Fig. 10 suggests a rather simple picture for the

time dependence of the population of accessible micro-

states. Starting from a population of the two microstates (0,

1, 1, 1, 0) (90%) and (0, 1, 0, 1, 1) (10%) the system relaxes
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toward an equilibrium distribution which is mainly given

by one microstate (1,1,0,1,0). The underlying transfer

dynamics of the system as depicted in Fig. 11, however, is

considerably more complex. The highly populated initial

state (0, 1, 1, 1, 0) can rapidly decay into the final state via

just one intermediate (1, 0, 1, 1, 0). In contrast, the initial

state (0, 1, 0, 1, 1) has to relax toward the final state via a

succession of several intermediates. These intermediate

states are only transiently populated. Each flux into one of

these intermediates is accompanied by an equally high flux

out of these intermediates. For example, the transition from

the initial state (01011) to the intermediate (1,0,0,1,1) is

rapidly followed by a transition to a second intermediate

state (1,0,1,0,1). This intermediate state in turn either

decays into state (1,0,1,1,0) via an electron transfer from

heme c554 to heme c556 or alternatively to state (1,1,0,0,1)

via electron transfer from heme c552 to heme c559. As can

be seen from the arrow in Fig. 11, electron transfer

between two given sites is represented by more than one

interstate transition. This multiplicity is a main obstacle in

defining rate constants for transfer reactions between two

given sites. However, the presented microstate formalism

naturally incorporates this multiplicity and thus avoids the

common ambiguities.

The procedure can be also applied to proton transfer

reactions. Thus, the strategy to combine continuum elec-

trostatics with the master equation represents an important

method to understand the mechanism of complex charge

transfer systems.

Conclusions

The continuum electrostatic model based on the Poisson–

Boltzmann equation provides a powerful tool in theoretical

Fig. 10 Simulation of the rereduction kinetics of the special pair of

the photosynthetic reaction center in a system with three electrons.

The left picture depicts the time-dependent probability distribution of

microstates after photo-oxidation of the SP simulated by Eq. 17. The

state vector is given in the order (SP, c559, c552, c556, c554). In the state

vector, 1 denotes a reduced site and 0 an oxidized site. The related

oxidation probabilities of the four hemes and the SP is depicted in the

right picture. Initially, three electrons are distributed among the four

hemes. Initial distributions for the microstates were taken from an

equilibrium distribution prior to photo-oxidation of the SP. States not

shown are not significantly populated

Fig. 11 Reaction scheme for the rereduction kinetics of the special

pair of the photosynthetic reaction center in a system with three

electrons. The reaction scheme is deduced from the flux analysis of

the simulations in Fig. 10. Each oval represents a microstate of the

system. The circles symbolize the redox cofactors in the order top to

bottom: heme c554, heme c556, heme c552, heme c559 and SP. Filled

and open circles denote the reduced and oxidized form of the sites,

respectively. The microstates representing the starting and the final

configurations of the system in the simulation are depicted by the top

and the bottom row, respectively. In the remaining middle rows, the

intermediate microstates of the system are represented. For the

starting and final microstates the respectively starting and final

probability (in %) is given in parenthesis. For intermediate states, the

values in parentheses denote the maximal probability observed during

the simulation. Only fluxes (in s-1) contributing significantly are

indicated by arrows and their maximum value is given
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biochemistry, because electrostatic interactions often play

a major role in biological function. Conceptionally, this

model describes the protein as a dielectric continuum of

low permittivity with fixed point charges embedded in an

environment with a high permittivity representing the sol-

vent. The ions dissolved in the aqueous solution are

represented as a charge density which adopts a Boltzmann

distribution in the continuum with the high permittivity.

The usefulness of this continuum electrostatic model goes

far beyond the simple visual inspection of the electrostatic

potentials. The Poisson–Boltzmann equation offers a mean

to calculate electrostatic potentials and thus also electro-

static energies on the basis of the three dimensional

structure of the protein. Applications of continuum elec-

trostatics cover a wide range of subjects of central

importance in photosynthesis research such as for instance

protein docking, the coupling of proton, and electron

transfer probabilities, and the analysis of the effect of

membrane potentials. In combination with statistical ther-

modynamics, continuum electrostatics offers the possibility

to calculate thermodynamic properties of proteins that can

be directly compared to experimental measurements. The

energetic parameters that can be calculated using the

Poisson–Boltzmann equation can be used also for simu-

lating kinetic processes using a master equation approach.

As the examples provided in this article demonstrate,

continuum electrostatic calculations allow to analyze bio-

molecules in atomic detail and to address specific

mechanistic questions on the function of photosynthetic

proteins.
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